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An exactly soluble static MHD equilibrium model with double toroidal magnetic surfaces ancl 
overall spherical symmetry is analysecl by means of a hamiltonian description for magnetic 
field line flow. Tlie equilibrium Hamiltonian is perturbatively expressed in action-angle 
variables. 

I. Introduction 

One of the more important problems in magnetohy- 

drodynamics, and not completely answerecl up to now, 

is the existence of solutions for tlie pressure equilib- 

rium (Grad-Lust-Schluter-Shafranov) equation[lI. The 

relatively few known cases share as a common prop- 

erty some ltind of spatial symmetry. A conjecture due 

to  ~ r a d [ ~ ]  proposes the existence of solutions only for 

"highly symmetric" configurations. These are classified 

into three types - cylindrical, helical and axisymmetric 

to r~ ida l [~I .  

In the latter class we include those MHD equilibria 

with overall spherical symmetry, but whose magnetic 

flux surfaces are multiply connected, i.e., present the 

topology of a torus. These solutions are often called 

"compact tori", and are expected to  occur in two Isa- 

sic plasma magnetic confinement schemes - Spheromalis 

(low beta) and Field Reversed Configurations (higli 

heta). 

A useful to01 to investigate the structure of mag- 

netic fields in such a configuration is the study of tlie 

topology of its magnetic field lines. This is actually 

possihle by a Hamiltonian description - the equations 

for the magnetic field lines are put in a canonical form, 

where the role of time is played by some spatial coor- 

dinate. Jn an ecpilibrium model, the three-dimensional 

magnetic field line structure is equivalent to  an one- 

degree-of-freedom Harniltonian ~ ~ s t e r n [ ~ ] .  

The purpose of this note is t o  show an equilibrium 

Hamiltonian for magnetic field lines in a compact tori 

moclel with overall spherical symmetry. A singular fea- 

ture of this moclel is that the pressure equilihrium equa- 

tion has an exact and arialytical solution. Nevertheless, 

the exact Hamiltonia,n so obtained is not expressed in 

action-angle variables, as expected for further uses of 

perturbation theory. This is done perturbatively up to 

second order, giving an approximate Hamiltonian for 

the integrable case. 

11. Double compact tori model 

A double compact tori model with overall spheri- 

cal symrnetry was proposed by ~ o r i k a w a [ ~ ]  with the 

following characteristics: 

1. an interna1 spherical plasma ( O  5 r < A); 

2. a thick spherical shell with a force-free rnagnet 

(A 5 r < 1); 

3. a perfectly conducting, thin spherical shell at 

r = l .  

For this model, the pressure equilibrium equation in 

spherical coordinates, 
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admits an exact analytical solution for the transversal 

magnetic flux function Q,  from the prior ltnowledge of 

the pressure p = p(9)  and current function I = I(Q) 

profiles. 

These are given by p'(9) = h-2 and 111(9) = X 2 @  in- 

side the plasma sphere ( O  < r < A), and pl(Q) = O and 

II1(Q) = X2@ for the externa1 force-free rpagr~et[~]. The 

solution of (1) consistent with these profiles and proper 

boundary conditions at plasma-magiiet interface is 

where 

sin X r l X r  -COSA? r 2  
i - (0 r < A) 
(sin Xzr/Xzr) - cos X2r (A L r < 1) 

1 (4) 

be used to construct magnetic fields with desired prop- 

erties. It has been also applied recently to problems 

exhibiting ~ylindrical[~] as well as helical[" symmetry. 

Magnetic field line equations - in a given magneto- 

static equilibrium, symmetric with respect to some (ig- 

norable) coordinate - can be cast in a Hamiltonian form, 

where the role of time is played by this coordinate. The 

canonical equations so obtained are not actually dy- 

namical, but the results and methods of Hamiltonian 

mechanics (perturbation theory, adiabatic invariance, 

KAM theorern, etc.) are still valid. In a general system 

of contravariant coordinates (xl ,  z2, x3), let us suppose 

tliat magnetic field B = ( B 1 ,  B ~ ,  B3) is symmetric with 

respect to  x3. The canonically conjugated variables and 

((time)' areLG] 

and A:, N 7.725 is a positive root of tan X = A .  In the 
= J d x 2 & ~ y x 1 ,  x2) + 7(x1, x3), 

limit X -+ O this solution reduces to the well-ltnown 
3 

spherical Hill's vortex. Once 9 is ltnown, the equilib- t = x ,  (6) 

rium magnetic field components are given by 
where g = det g i j  ( g i j  being the covariant metric ten- 

1 dQ -- - 
r 2  sin B c30 ' 

sor) . 

In this way, magnetic field line equations are writ- 

1 c39 -- (5) 
ten in a canonical form (dq/dt = dH/dp; dpldt = 

Bo = 
rsin 8 d r  ' -dH/dq), where the Hamiltonian is given hy 

B$ = o - - POXQ -- -- 
~ s i n o  r s i n8 '  

111. Equilibrium Hamiltonian 

Eq. (2) describes a family of double-toroida.1 nested s h e  functions x3) and ~ ( ~ 1 ,  x3) appearing in (6) 
magnetic flux surfaces, with an azimutal symmetry. In and (7) must satisfy the following constraint relation 
this case it is worthwhile to use a Ha.miltonian represen- 

tation for magnetic field lines, starting from a general 
~ H ( X ' ,  x2,  x3) dp(xl,  x2,  x3) 

f~rmulat ion[~] .  salatL4] has used this technique to ex- &B2(x1, x2) + 
i- dx2 = o, 

dxl 
plore to what extent the Hamiltonian description can (8) 
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and are ultimately determined by direct comparison 

with the magnetic field line equations. 

In order to apply these definitions to splierical ge- 

ometry we assign variables as q = r, t = 4 and 

The field lirie Hamiltonian, according to (7), is ex- 

pressed as 

H(r ,  8 , 4 )  = -@(r, O )  -t- S(r, 4). (10) 

Substituting in (9) and (10) the results valid for 

Morikawa's model, namely eqs. (2)-(4), we have for 

both plasma and force-free regions 

~ ( r ,  = pOXAf (r) 6 + ?(ri 411 (I1) 

that can be solved for O in terms of p, q and t ,  if neces- 

sary. The Hamiltonian (10), written in terms of canon- 

ical variables, is 

However we have assumed that t = 4 is an ignor- 

able coordinate, and this is assured if y and 6 vanish 

identically. Sol the model Hamiltonian reduces to 

where we have also made the rescalings p -+ poAp  and 

H i H/A so that p is adimensional and H is measured 

in units of A. Finally it turns to  be convenient for fur- 

ther analysis to exchange coordinate and momentum - 

a task easily performed through a canonical transfor- 

mation (p, q) - (P, Q ) ,  with the generating function 

(of the first kind) Fl(q, Q) = qQ. Noting that f ( r )  is 

an even function, we rewrite (13) in the form 

IV. Perturbative obtention of action-angle vari- 

ables 

The Hamiltonian (14) represents an "autonomous" 

one-degree of freedom system (because of the 4- 
symmetry), hence it is integrable in the sense of Li- 

ouville, since H1(P, &) itself is an integral of m o t i ~ n [ ~ I .  

Thus it is worth making an effort to  express (14) in 

action-angle variables, so as to allow further use of 

perturba.tion theory, like in the study of nonintegrable 

magnetic perturbations caused by error fields, instabil- 

ities, etc. The required transformation of variables can 

be done perturbatively. We express (14) in the form 

NJ(P, Q )  = HJo(P) + E H ' ~ ( P ,  Q), where H1O(P) is the 

['unperturbed" part and HIi (P, Q) is a "perturbation" 

(E is an order parameter which can be set equal to the 

unity at the end of the calculations). 

Let (P, Q) = ( J ,  6) be the "old" action-angle vari- 

ables (i.e, relative to  the unperturbed system). We look 

for a canonical transformation (J,  29) -+ (7,  J) such that 

the "new" Hamiltonian H is written as a function of the 

"new" action J only. This can be accomplished using 

canonical perturbation theoryigI and the result, up to 

second order in E ,  is 

The transformation equations hetween the "new" (J, 8)  and "old" ( J ,  6) variables are J = 8S/&9 and 8 = 
ds/BJ,  where the generating function is also expressed as a perturbation series, and reads 
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so t1ia.t 7 is espressecl in terms of P aiid Q ,  aftci a foi- 

mal inversioii of series; blit for practica.1 purposes this is 

not really iiecessa.ry. A11 esail-iple woiild l ~ e  t,lie applica- 

tion of secular pertiirbatioii tlieory to cxplaiii ina.gnetic 

islancl foiinatioi~.  This tas]; is crirreiit,ly beiiig pursiiecl 

and results will hc  publisliecl elsewliere. 

V. Coiicliisioiis 

Lhe magiletic fielcl topology iii a.ii equilibriuin iiiodel 

nvitli cloiible toioidal a.xisyrninetric flus siirfaces lias 

b e m  studied by rneans of a I-Tainiltoiiiail clescription 

of field lines. Tliis is possilde piovided a coordiiiatc 

(usually a cyclic one) plays tlie role of a t ime, so tliat 

tlie "dynainics" ol~t~aiiiecl is iil fact tlie Izigrangean spa- 

tia1 structure of fielcl h e s .  Tlie modcl we a d y s e d  

is ali exact solutioii oE piessure equilil~riunz ecluatioil 

i11 spherical coordiilates, aiid ai1 csact  IIa.milt,o~liaii is 

writteil in terins of ca.iionica1 varial~les. I-Iomever, beiiig 

ai1 integrable system, i t  is important  for fiirtliei uses of 

perturbatioii tlieory to write donrii tlie Ha~miltoiliail iil 

terins of ali action va.riahle. This  lias \ ~ e e n  doiie up  to  

second order by cailo11ica.l pertiirhatioii tl-icory and tlie 

averagiiig inetliod. 
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